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Most pediatric emergency department visits occur in hospitals that see <15 children per day and have insufficient pediatric resources. As a result, nearly 350,000 children are transferred from hospital to hospital each year, and this number has increased over time. Unfortunately, the process of transferring patients between hospitals is fraught with communication breakdowns, diagnosis discordance, and delays in care. Handoffs during transitions of care are the leading cause of serious medical errors, and interfacility transfers inherently impose heightened risk by involving handoffs across different hospitals. Moreover, transfers impose additional direct (e.g., transport accidents) and indirect (e.g., psychological distress, unwarranted testing) risk to patients.

Among the population of transferred pediatric patients, children with ≥1 complex chronic condition (CCC) are a particularly vulnerable population at risk for harm. Their complex medical needs often necessitate complex interventions that pretransfer emergency departments might not be prepared to manage. The patient care handoff during the transfer also likely involves more complex information relative to handoffs of children without a CCC. Furthermore, children with a CCC have an increased likelihood of transfer relative to their nonmedically complex counterparts. Despite prioritized efforts to improve care for children with CCCs, we lack research focused on improving care for these children during the transfer process.

In this issue of Hospital Pediatrics, White et al begin to address this important literature gap. They used the 2012 Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project Kids’ Inpatient Database (KID) to conduct a cross-sectional analysis of pediatric hospitalizations to describe the characteristics of hospitalizations among children with ≥1 CCC who experienced an interfacility transfer. They additionally examined the length of stay, the odds of receiving critical care services, and the odds of in-hospital mortality associated with interfacility transfer among CCC hospitalizations using weighted regression models to examine associations between the outcomes and transfer status. Transfer status was categorized into (1) CCC hospitalizations with no transfer and (2) CCC hospitalizations with a transfer admission source and a disposition of discharge or death.

Although others have previously characterized pediatric interfacility transfers and associated outcomes, White et al specifically described the transfer patterns and associated outcomes among patients with a CCC using a nationally representative discharge database. The authors found that 14% of CCC hospitalizations involved an interfacility transfer, whereas only 12% of non-CCC hospitalizations involved an interfacility transfer. In adjusted
analysis, hospitalized patients with a CCC who were transferred in and who were discharged or died had a longer length of stay compared with hospitalized patients with a CCC who were not transferred. The transferred in and discharged or died group was also more likely to receive critical care services and more likely to die during that hospitalization. In fact, in adjusted analysis, the transferred in and discharged or died hospitalizations had nearly 4 times the odds of in-hospital mortality compared with the nontransfer hospitalizations.

In light of these findings, we are left with important questions we must answer. First, what aspects of the transfer process are independent risk factors for increased use and mortality among CCC hospitalizations? To improve CCC hospitalization outcomes, we must identify the modifiable risk factors. Unfortunately, we lack evidence supporting what transfer process factors, if any, we must address. As recognized by White et al,8 study limitations precluded them from accounting for important variables that should be in their causal pathway. For example, the study design prohibited linkage of patients across encounters. Without knowing the child’s illness severity on presentation to their index hospital, we cannot determine if the outcomes of increased use and higher mortality are a result of the transfer process or a result of the child’s disease trajectory. Although the authors attempted to control for illness severity by adjusting for hospitalization resource intensity scores for kids (H-RISK), the H-RISK imputes illness severity from resource use during the hospitalization and, in this case, was necessarily calculated only from inpatient KID data.11 Therefore, the H-RISK may not reflect the full scope of a child’s illness severity without incorporating data before transfer.

Furthermore, because the KID includes only inpatient encounters, we lack any information on the pretransfer hospital characteristics. Recent evidence demonstrates that increased emergency department pediatric readiness is associated with decreased mortality.12 Potentially, pediatric readiness is the greatest risk factor for poor transfer outcomes. The National Pediatric Readiness Project, established in 2013, has developed a multiphase quality-improvement project to address the pediatric readiness of emergency departments nationwide, offering an implementation toolkit designed to help emergency departments establish staffing guidelines, equipment, policies, and protocols to more effectively care for children.13 Such efforts are a crucial step to improving transfer outcomes and will likely hold particular importance for highly vulnerable patients with a CCC.

In addition to improving care at pretransfer emergency departments, we must do what we can to optimize the transfer process itself until we have more evidence that allows us to determine where to target improvement efforts. Even if future research determines that the transfer process is not an independent risk factor for increased use and higher mortality among CCC hospitalizations, previous research supports the need to improve pediatric transfers.13,14,15 Many transfers are necessary and lifesaving, but others are not and cause preventable harm to patients and families. Much of the preventable harm is due to lack of information sharing and lack of shared decision-making with families, which heightens stress, increases burdens, and hinders family–physician trust.9 Additionally, up to 39% of pediatric transfers are avoidable.16,17 Among the necessary transfers, children often arrive to an ICU without needing that level of care.18 Such overtriage imposes additional distress and burden. Undertriage also occurs, increasing patient safety risks. The task of addressing these numerous interfacility transfer issues brings us to the next question: how do we optimize the transfer process?

White et al10 mention the use of standardized handoff scripts as 1 potential means to improve transfer outcomes. Previous work has shown that pediatric interfacility verbal and written handoffs are often incomplete.18 Improved handoff documentation in interfacility transfers has been associated with reduced mortality, fewer adverse events, and improved resource use through avoidance of work duplication.19 Handoff scripts have been used in other settings to improve the consistency of handoff communication and the documentation of handoff elements within hospitals.18 Such scripts have been associated with reduced medical errors and decreased adverse event rates.19 Optimization of the transfer process requires that such work be translated to pediatric interfacility transfer handoffs as well.

Another underused intervention that must be further studied but is a promising solution to the above transfer problems is the use of telemedicine. With virtual face-to-face communication and a means for providers to remotely meet and assess patients, telemedicine has advantages over standard telephone communication and can result in care that is of higher quality, more family centered, and more accessible.19,20 Use of telemedicine to provide expert consultation before initiating a transfer can mitigate family stress18,21 and improve triage appropriateness.19,21 Telemedicine use can improve information sharing, shared decision-making, and coordination. Family participation in conversations with the pediatric consultant allows for more informed decisions, thereby increasing family understanding, reassurance, and trust and reducing stress and risk factors for prolonged distress. Also, by improving the consulting physician’s ability to remotely assess the patient’s illness severity and medical needs, telemedicine overcomes some factors that contribute to overtriage and undertriage.

Although telemedicine might be a means to optimize the transfer process, the body of literature examining telemedicine use during transfers is limited and largely consists of noneperimental research studies. As telemedicine increasingly becomes a more readily available technology, we call for researchers to evaluate the impact of this intervention on patient outcomes, ideally by conducting randomized controlled trials. Lastly, despite the limitations of this present study by White et al,8 their important work adds to the growing collection of evidence highlighting the important need to prioritize pediatric transfer research, particularly for children with a CCC.
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